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Educational Furniture

SMART

thinking

Groupe Lacasse is about educational furniture that spells
performance. It’s about outstanding flexibility that can
create stimulating environments, and the ability to evolve
with your needs while providing exceptional durability.
It’s about getting the higher marks for overall quality and
making the grade in terms of cost-efficiency.
At Groupe Lacasse, we put our best thinking into creating
educational furniture with flair and function that fits your
space, budget and specific requirements.
Our thermofused laminate products are at the head
of the class for looks and function. In the classroom,
computer lab, library or office, they help you optimize
space and create the look you want. Tables that pass
any test. Desks that excel in spatial geometry. Versatile
bookcases. And the genius of mix and match color.

Top of its class in customization
Explore the enlightened possibilities of our thermofused
laminates. Start with a space. Add a vast selection
of modular components featuring ergonomic design,
a versatile geometry of curves, angles and straight
lines and loads of practical details and accessories.
Blend with your choice of colors and finishes and
you’ve made the honor roll in anybody’s book!
Our modular designs can be made to your size,
shape, dimension and color specifications. Just ask.

Getting smart
with replacement parts
Built to last and covered by a limited lifetime warranty,
our furniture can really take it. And, designed for
modularity and interchangeability of parts, components
are easy to replace for a fresh new look and
continued service.
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SMART

designs

In our Educational Furniture Collection, you’ll find
innovative design combined with ingenious functionality.
Sturdy construction, comfortable surfaces, spacious
storage, soft yet indestructible edges and a rainbow of
colors are just some of the exceptional design features.
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Materials that make the grade
Quality thermofused laminates and steel are the materials
we work with. Durable and beautiful finishes, colorful
fabrics and tough, easy to operate hardware complete
the design and functionality.
Our ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management System
certification ensures that our products always get top
marks and that customer satisfaction is our top priority.
1
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Withstanding the test of time
Groupe Lacasse Educational Furniture features high
performance components constructed to withstand
the test of time.
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15⁄8" thick surfaces and bases
Heavy duty casters on presenters
3" x 3" steel table legs
Metal-to-metal hardware assembly

Functionality is our school
of thought
7
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Functionality is always on our mind. Every component
of our Educational Furniture is designed to optimize it.
5 250˚ hinges on doors
6 18 gauge steel shelves can be flat or angled
for display
7 Wire opening on carrels
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A touch of class
Groupe Lacasse is committed to creating long-lasting
furniture that reflects the pride you feel in your school.
8 Two-tone finish
9 Square pull option
10 Flush full-width PVC handle
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Classroom

FUNCTIONAL
When the equation is looks plus function, our classroom
furniture is the right answer. Multifunction desks multiply
your options and chairs that are ready for roll call are the
sum of versatility. And mix and match colors always add up
to great looks.
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Storage unit

Bookcase unit

E5NQ-253672BC WGR/BEA

E5NN-B253636 WGR/BEA

Top of the class

Storage unit with
drawers
E5NQ-253672BU WGR/BEA

Storage unit
Right single pedestal P-shaped desk
with CPU storage and ventilation grid

Left single pedestal
D-shaped desk

E5NQ-S3672UCP WGR/BEA

E5NV-UF3060SD WGR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combined
storage unit
E5NQ-253636UB WGR/BEA

Bookcase unit

Bookcases

ENNN-B262812 WGR/BEA

ENNN-B367212 BEA
ENNN-B364812 BEA

•
•

36" or 72" high x 36" wide
15⁄8" thick tops and bases
Invisiblo anti-tip shelving
250˚ hinges on doors
Choice of full-width PVC handle,
square or round metal pulls
Optional locks
Drawers with ball bearing suspensions
Framed and recessed back panels for
added rigidity
Choice of edge moldings
Several configurations to meet your needs
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Top of the class

Teacher’s cart with
optional doors and side
foldable shelf
E5NL-M2425BW ERC

Teacher’s cart
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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25" W x 24" D x 39" H
15⁄8" thick top and base
Optional lock
Easily movable unit
Protective rubber bumper guards
Optional doors and side foldable shelf
Heavy duty casters
Choice of edge moldings

Single carrel - starter

Double carrel - starter

E1NN-CS347333 ERC/SAG

E1NN-CS673733 ERC/SAG

Double carrel - starter
with privacy panels
E1NN-CS673753 ERC/WGR

Classroom and Study

CREATIVE

thinking

Bookcase unit
with doors
E5NL-253636B ERC

Combined storage unit
E5NL-253636T ERC

Our classroom and study furniture aces its test scores
for style, adaptability and toughness. Break out of the
conventional and into a realm of endless possibilities.
Carrels with optional CPU holder available for all
configurations, teachers’ carts and wall storage units all
feature innovative design and strong construction that
make them a smart choice. Period.
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Teachers’ Office

EDUCATED

thinking

For the classroom or the teachers’ office, our adaptable teachers’ desks provide a serene island
of individual workspace in a busy, demanding world. A generous surface for a monitor, keyboard,
paperwork, meetings and even lunch, tops a pedestal with drawers or an easy-access CPU cabinet.
Optional locks that provide added security. And when thinking style, choose a D- or a P-shape
learning curve or a solid rectangular look.
Upgrade the desk’s functionality by adding a roomy bookcase, featuring anti-tip shelves, and
a versatile mobile cart.
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Mobile whiteboard

Vertical pigeonhole

ENNN-MWB542865 WGR

LGC-DV1821 GAN

Right single
pedestal desk
E5NV-S3072UF ERT

Top of the class
Teacher’s desk
•
•
•
•

Choice of 4 surface shapes
15⁄8" thick surface and base
Choice of edge moldings
Choice of full-width PVC handle,
square or round metal pulls
• Optional locks
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Top of the class

Library / Media Center
Single bookcase with
optional wire book supports
E5NN-B0S1484 CIN

Modular bookcase
• 5 heights available: 42", 48", 60",
72" or 84" by 36" wide
• Thermofused laminate frame with 15⁄8" thick
top and base
• Single face or double face models
• Available with open or closed back
• Choice of edge moldings
• Anti-tip metal shelves with book stopper
can be positioned flat or angled for display
• 18 gauge steel shelf, tested to 150 lbs
ANSI/BIFMA
12

EVOLUTIVE

thinking

Education builds on a good start. So does our modular bookcase concept. It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 and makes
sense from A to Z. It works with starters and add-ons that can be installed at any time and at either end of the
line. Expand, adapt or rearrange the configuration as storage needs grow and change.
Choice of single face or double face models; 18 gauge steel shelves are anti-tip for higher safety and can be
positioned flat or angled for display. Versatile accessories include book dividers/supports.

Double bookcase

Round table

Double bookcase

Book cart

E5NN-B0S2684 CIN

E5NN-R42M GIN

E5NN-BCS2648 CIN

ENNN-MA183036 GAN
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Circulation Desk

MODULAR

thinking

Our circulation desk environment is designed for high level efficiency.
Its modular concept is open to interpretation for any educational
space or setting – in the library, campus dormitory, the front office or
anywhere you need a multifunction island designed to handle a flow of
constant activity. It’s built with strong 15⁄8" thick surfaces and features
back panels for extra sturdiness. Adding corner modules, finishing
panels and matched colors gives this versatile unit a custom look and
extra functionality.
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Top of the class

Circulation desk
•
•
•
•
•

Rectangular counter

Corner bookcase unit

E52N-G283639 GIN/CIN

E52N-GB282839 GIN/CIN

Bookcase unit
with doors

Combined storage
unit

Storage unit
with drawers

E52L-G283639B GIN/CIN

E52L-GC283639 GIN/CIN

E52L-GW283639 GIN/CIN

15⁄8" thick top surfaces
Choice of edge moldings
Choice of bow or rectangular shape surfaces
29" or 39" high and 36" to 84" wide
32" high ADA module available with front
ledge for wheelchair access
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Avenue

®

Front

OFFICE

The sturdy construction, perfect
finish details and design freedom of
our Avenue® product lines give any
administrative office, front office and
reception area a distinctive
professional look and versatile
functionality. All our furniture lines,
laminates and metal are designed to
harmonize with each other.
Please reference Avenue® product literature
and price list for complete and detailed
information.

Avenue® NOTES series

Avenue® OPTIONS series
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Metal

SOLID

thinking

Our metal furniture offers style,
innovative engineering and heavy
duty construction that delivers years
of smooth performance and flawless
efficiency. A wide selection of colors
mix and match brilliantly with our
laminate furniture.

Top of the class
Advanced storage solutions

Please reference Lacasse Office Furniture
Solutions 2007 catalog for complete and
detailed information.

LMT-0536C P28

LMG-0230PFL P33

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One-piece inner top
Core removable lock
Rack and pinion lock design
Dual side lock bars latch both drawers
One-piece case construction
Baked enamel finish
Standard color-matched shelf
Patent-pending box-in-box case construction
12" high lateral file drawers
Full extension ball-bearing slides
Positive drawer interlock system
Standard side-to-side hanging bars
Leveling glides have a 11⁄2" height adjustment
Limited lifetime warranty

LMG-0230DCL P31

Classic (L)

Waterfall (T)

2001 Silver (G)

Straight (S)

2001 Anthracite grey (A)

LMA-0530PCR P29

LPL-0436D P29

LPF-0236D P17

Full pull (F)

Recessed aluminum pull (R)
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Seating

think

CHOICE

4800
FE01

With the wide range of quality
seating choices available from
United Chair ®, Groupe Lacasse
makes sure everybody gets a
good seat. A choice of styles,
colors and fabrics offer design
freedom and satisfy individual
tastes. Coordinate, harmonize
or mix and match from a large
selection of standard and
custom fabrics.

Shown with optional
tablet arm and
book rack

Brylee

Radar

RD16

Please reference United Chair ® product
literature and price list for complete
and detailed information.

BR16

4800

Zing

ZP11
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Fortune

FNM16

Savvy

FE01

SVX11

REAL

thinking

A few Groupe Lacasse projects

Bolingbrook High School project
Valley View School District, Illinois
“Groupe Lacasse Educational Furniture that was selected
for the classrooms and the administration spaces was
a key component in contributing to the design integrity
of our project. The flexibility that the Groupe Lacasse
furniture components offers allowed us to creatively
blend the furniture with the building design, using the
furniture’s forms, materials and color palettes. The ability
to customize components of the furniture, yet maintain
competitive pricing, gave us the desired product we were
looking for: value and quality.
The new Bolingbrook High School has been recognized by
the Illinois Association of School Boards as the recipient
of the Award of Distinction for excellence in the design of
educational environments.”
Michael M. Lopez

Lake Zurich High School project
Lake Zurich, Illinois
“Utilizing Groupe Lacasse Educational furniture
components allows me to define personal
workspace without the use of panels,
creating a truly flexible workstation.”

Senior Project Manager, Wight & Company.

Suzette Morejon
Legat Architects.

Lake Park High School – East Campus
Roselle, Illinois
“Groupe Lacasse provided an opportunity for us to make
our whole school look warm and welcoming. Its quality
far exceeds that of the best available in steel and its
aesthetics is equal to that of fine wood. Because of the
pricing we were able to furnish teacher workstations for
124 staff members that we would not otherwise have been
able to do with other manufacturers.”
Kris A. Frandson
Assistant Principal for Administrative Services
27

Our vast range of colors and finishes
gets full credit for style, selection and
mix-and-match flexibility.

think

COLOR

Coordinate with your school colors for a custom look or
create color-coded themes for activity centers. Whatever
you imagine is easy to achieve because all our furniture
lines, laminates and metal, are designed to harmonize
with each other.
High pressure laminates are available at an upcharge.

Molding 1

Molding 2

Molding N

Molding N: Molding option N matches the laminate finish
specified for the surface (all wood grains, solid colors or
patterns).

Handle Q

Handle L

Moldings 1 or 2: Molding options 1 and 2 are available and
color-matched exclusively when a wood grain laminate finish is
specified for the surface.

Handle V

Thermofused Laminate Wood Grains and Patterns

Copper maple
(ERC)

Toffee maple
(ERT)

Lemonwood
(CIT)

Red maple
(ERR)

Mahogany
(ACA)

Dark chocolate
(DCH)

Cinnamon
(CIN)

Ginger
(GIN)

Natural cherry
(NTL)

Frost
(GVR)

Sandstorm
(SAB)

Nutmeg
(MUS)

Cherry
(CER)

N
EW
!

Hard rock maple
(ERH)

Bourbon cherry
(BUC)

Thermofused Laminate Solid Colors and Matching Metal Paint Colors

Willow grey
(WGR/P29)

Clay
(CLY/P30)

Brittany blue
(BEA/P31)

Sage
(SAG/P33)

Crystal black
(NCN/P01)

Anthracite grey
(GAN/P28)

Note: The colors shown on this page are as exact as printing
techniques will allow. Please request an actual color sample.
Moss
(MOU/P41)

Other Metal Paint Colors

Beige
(P17)

Charcoal
(P04)

Graphite
(P19)

Grey
(P24)

Mercury
(P03)

B. putty
(P08)
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Founded in 1956, Groupe Lacasse has manufacturing
facilities throughout North America. We have the
experience, expertise and capability to deliver
incomparable design, exceptional quality, optimum
service and outstanding value.

1 888 522.2773
www.groupelacasse.com
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